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Three Learning Objectives:  
1. Understand the types of insurance a land trust may need using specific examples  
2. Understand the basics of insurance terms and coverage and how they interact  
3. Understand how and when to purchase insurance coverage  

 
Session Description:  
How do you know if you have too much or too little insurance? Having the right insurance is a key part 
of good risk management for land trusts. Terrafirma helps cover threats to the lasting conservation, 
but there are many other types of insurance you may need. We will present real life stories of how 
insurance plays into all land trust activities. Do you own buildings? Is your board covered against 
hostile legal actions? What about employee owned vehicles used for work? We will cover basic types 
of insurance, as well as some that may be unique to land trusts.  
 
Detailed Outline:  
1. What questions to ask and how to assess what insurance you need 

a. Review the materials on Assessing Insurance for Land Trusts and  Evaluating your Land 
Trust’s Insurance Needs and Obtaining Proper Coverage 

b. Is insurance meeting your needs and how do you know? 
i. Risk assessment and mitigation strategies 

ii. Estes Valley Land Trust strategy 
iii. Conservation Foundation of the Gulf Coast severe weather protocol 

c. Understanding your activities and the opportunities and obstacles they pose 
i. Organizational 

ii. Type of work 
iii. State law where work occurs 
iv. Property value 
v. Landowner, funder, neighbor, regulator, public official and general public expectations  

vi. Understanding what state and federal protective laws do and more often don’t do 
d. Balancing risk with strong principled practices  

i. Land Trust Standards and Practices 2017 
ii. Risk Management Drafting Pointers 

e. Working with your board and broker to identify where insurance can finance risk  
i. Example of other coverage for conservation easement challenges 



1. Western Reserve Land Conservancy – Chester Township D&O case 
Radtke v. Chester Township, 2015-Ohio-4016 (Ohio Ct. App. 11th Dist. Sept. 30, 
2015), aff’g No. 13M001076 (Ct. Common Pleas, Geauga Cty. June 19, 2014) 

ii. Watershed Agricultural Council – GL case on landowner counterclaim 
1. Argyle Farm & Properties, LLC v. Watershed Agricultural Council of the New York 

City Watersheds, Inc., No. 2013-1270 (Supr. Ct., Cty. of Delaware, Oct. 17, 
2014)(Order), aff’d --- N.Y. App. Div. --- (N.Y. App. Div. 3rd Dept., Jan. 28, 2016) 

2. Untangling the types of insurance, how they do and do not overlap 
a. Review the materials on Commonly Purchased Insurance Overview 
b. What are the coverages and how do they fit together 
c. Key similarities, differences and gaps 
d. Coverage matrix 

3. Understanding deductibles, rate quotes, retro dates 
a. Review the details in Evaluating your Land Trust’s Insurance Needs and Obtaining Proper 

Coverage and Commonly Purchased Insurance Explanation 
i. Deductibles or self-insured retention – who cares? 

ii. What in heavens name is a retro date and how is it relevant? 
iii. What does it matter if it is duty to defend or indemnity? 
iv. Is organizational coverage really like continuously maintaining home fire? 

b. Timely notification of insurers critical 
i. Case law on the differences between occurrence and claims made policies 

1. What makes that difference relevant and urgent to your land trust 
ii. How Terrafirma differs in pricing from most other insurers 

1. Sad stories about land trusts failing to give timely notice and what resulted 
c. Getting a good price and the right coverage 

4. What are your risks: Land trust stories using multiple coverage in litigation  
a. San Juan Preservation Trust – Geary Preserve GL and Terrafirma  
b. Predictable events also involve surprisingly unpredictable risks 

i. King v. Newman, No. 2015CV30066 (Dist. Ct. Colo. Montrose Cty. Dec. 1, 2016) 
ii. Bear Yuba Land Trust vs. Michael Nudelman et al, Case No. CU15-081153, Nevada 

County Superior Court of California (2016).   
c. Unpredictable events involve risk 

i. Land Trust Of Virginia, Inc., v. Mount Aldie, LLC, et al., Case No.  CL-00083131, 
Virginia: In The Circuit Court Of Loudoun County 

ii. Mount Aldie v. Land Trust of Virginia, Supreme Court of Virginia, Record No. 
160305, March 2, 2017 

5. Resources, conclusion and conversation 
 

Panel: 
Meghan Mullee, mmullee@alliant.com, Assistant Vice President, Nonprofit & Corporate Risk, Alliant 
Insurance Services, Inc. 
Curt Gleaves, Chapin Financial Management LLC, CurtGleaves@ChapinFinancial.com 
Estes Valley Land Trust board member, and elected  representative to Terrafirma Members Committee 
 
Facilitator: 
Leslie Ratley-Beach, Vice President, Alliance Risk Management Services LLC, Manager for 
Terrafirma Risk Retention Group LLC, and Conservation Defense Director, Land Trust Alliance, 
44 Deerfield Drive, Montpelier, VT  05602, 802-262-6051, lrbeach@lta.org 

http://tlc.lta.org/documents/9699/file
http://www.courts.state.va.us/opinions/opnscvwp/1160305.pdf
mailto:mmullee@alliant.com
mailto:CurtGleaves@ChapinFinancial.com
mailto:lrbeach@lta.org


Conservation Foundation of the Gulf Coast Severe Weather Procedures 

General Information 

Property Addresses 

Yellow Cottage – 343 Palmetto Avenue, Osprey, FL 34229 

Green Cottage – 369 Palmetto Avenue, Osprey, FL 34229 

Blue Cottage – 331 Palmetto Avenue, Osprey, FL 34229 

Carriage House – 353 Palmetto Avenue, Osprey, FL 34229 

Main House - 400 Palmetto Avenue, Osprey, FL 34229 

Bathroom -  

Contacts 

CSI Networks – 941-379-4747 – Back up data recovery (Server backed up remotely) 

FPL - 1-800-468-8243  

Frontier -  

Ferrell Gas – (Green Cottage) – 941-488-2458 or 888-337-7355 

Rusty Plumbing (Lift Station) – 941-366-4424 

Sarasota County Sherriff nonemergency - 941-316-1201 

Casey Galvanek – Crew Head Coach – 941-961-8420 

  

tel:18004688243


 

Staff Phone # Address Alternate Contact Phone # Out of Area 
Contact 

Phone # 

Christine Johnson       

Pam Brownell       

Debi Osborne       

Kathy Grass       

Lee Amos       

Suzanne Gregory       

Gilly Francis       

Andria Piekarz       

Mary Gibbons       

Matt Bailey       

George Tatge       

 

  



 

 

 

Insurance 

 Agent – Purmort and Martin – 941-366-7070 

Type Company/Rep Claim Phone # Deductible Bldg/Policy # (bldg./Contents 
coverage) 

Flood Old Dominion/Purmort 800-787-5677   

Wind Safepoint/Purmort 844-722-9985   

Property 
(excluding 
wind and 
flood) 

Lloyds of 
London/Purmort 

   

 

  



 

Tornados 
 

 

In the event a tornado warning is issued for our area seek immediate shelter in the 

basement. 

  



 

Tropical Storms and Hurricanes 

Category 
Sustained 

Winds 
Types of Damage Due to Hurricane Winds 

Tropical 
Depression 

25-35 mph  

Tropical Storm 36-73 mph  

1 
74-95 mph 

64-82 kt 
119-153 km/h 

Very dangerous winds will produce some damage: Well-constructed frame homes could have damage to roof, 
shingles, vinyl siding and gutters. Large branches of trees will snap and shallowly rooted trees may be toppled. Extensive 
damage to power lines and poles likely will result in power outages that could last a few to several days. 

2 
96-110 mph 

83-95 kt 
154-177 km/h 

Extremely dangerous winds will cause extensive damage: Well-constructed frame homes could sustain major roof 
and siding damage. Many shallowly rooted trees will be snapped or uprooted and block numerous roads. Near-total 
power loss is expected with outages that could last from several days to weeks. 

3 
(major) 

111-129 mph 
96-112 kt 

178-208 km/h 

Devastating damage will occur: Well-built framed homes may incur major damage or removal of roof decking and 
gable ends. Many trees will be snapped or uprooted, blocking numerous roads. Electricity and water will be unavailable 
for several days to weeks after the storm passes. 

4 
(major) 

130-156 mph 
113-136 kt 

209-251 km/h 

Catastrophic damage will occur: Well-built framed homes can sustain severe damage with loss of most of the roof 
structure and/or some exterior walls. Most trees will be snapped or uprooted and power poles downed. Fallen trees and 
power poles will isolate residential areas. Power outages will last weeks to possibly months. Most of the area will be 
uninhabitable for weeks or months. 

5 
(major) 

157 mph or higher 
137 kt or higher 

252 km/h or higher 

Catastrophic damage will occur: A high percentage of framed homes will be destroyed, with total roof failure and wall 
collapse. Fallen trees and power poles will isolate residential areas. Power outages will last for weeks to possibly 
months. Most of the area will be uninhabitable for weeks or months. 

 

A hurricane watch means that hurricane conditions (sustained winds of 74 mph or higher) are possible within the specified area. 

A hurricane watch is issued 48 hours in advance of the anticipated onset of tropical-storm-force winds in an area. 

  



Hurricane Season Preparation 

The following tasks should be completed each spring prior to the start of hurricane season (June 1-November 1) – Stewardship Staff & 

Resident Managers 

 Photograph building interior and exteriors as part of annual monitoring (saved to server) 

 Clear gutters and downspouts 

 Clear drain at Carriage House 

 Clear drain pipe in bioswale 

 Check weather radio/batteries 

 Remove dead limbs from trees 

 Purchase/Check Supplies 

o Weather Radio 

o Flashlights 

o Batteries 

o Tarps 

o Visqueen 

 

  



Hurricane Preparation 

(When a hurricane has entered the Gulf of Mexico and a Hurricane watch has been issued for area.) Following site preparations, staff will 

be given ample time to secure their personal property. Resident Managers will evacuate the site when evacuations have been ordered by 

Sarasota County officials. Bay Preserve is in Evacuation Zone A 

Main House 

2nd floor 

 Computers placed in elevator 

 Server placed in elevator 

 Server back-up to Pam to take home 

 Server remote back-up offsite (Portland – CSI) 

 Fire proof filing cabinets locked 

 Filing cabinets locked 

 Unplug copiers and cover with visqueen 

 Insurance binder placed in elevator 

 Veranda furniture brought inside 

 Elevator called to 2nd floor  

 Window and door latches checked 

 Staff desks covered with visqueen 

 Photograph interior 

 

 

 

1st floor 

 Window and door latches checked 

 Artwork placed in Carriage House 

elevator 

 Sandbag west doors 

Exterior 

 Veranda string lights taken down and 

brought in  

 Secure garbage cans 

Grounds 

 Disable gates in open position and 

secure 

 Dock access restricted 

 Floating dock secured 

 Crew fuel cans and fuel station 

placed in their shed 

 Kayaks secured 

 Crew chase boats secured 

 Garbage cans secured 

 Shed secured 

 



Blue Cottage 

 Patio Furniture secured 

 Doors and window latches checked 

 Kayaks secured 

 Fire pit secured 

 Clear gutters/downspouts 

  

Green Cottage 

 Patio Furniture secured 

 Doors and window latches checked 

 Kayaks secured 

 Fire pit secured 

 Clear gutters/downspouts 

 Garbage Cans secured 

 Items in carport secured 

  

Yellow Cottage 

 Coordination with Crew  

 Clear gutters/downspouts 

 

Carriage House 

 Ground floor computers placed in elevator 

 Elevator called to 2nd floor 

 Sandbag east doors 

 Clear exterior drain 

 Clear gutters/downspouts 

 Patio furniture brought indoors 

 



 

 

Recovery 

Access to the site should not be attempted until authorities indicate it safe to do so.  

 Survey entry for downed power lines along east and north property lines. Call FPL if needed and prohibit further entry to the site 

until properly assessed by FPL. 

 Avoid walking or driving through flood waters. Just 6 inches of moving water can knock you down, and fast-moving water can sweep 
your vehicle away. 

 Avoid flood water as it may be electrically charged from underground or downed power lines and may hide dangerous debris or 
places where the ground is washed away. 

 Photograph the damage to your property in order to assist in filing an insurance claim. 

 Do what you can to prevent further damage to the property, (e.g., putting a tarp on a damaged roof), as insurance may not cover 
additional damage that occurs after the storm. 

 Do not make repairs until insurance adjuster has surveyed the property.  

 Contact CFGC Easement property owners for property damage assessments and schedule site visits. 

 Conduct site visits at CFGC fee owned properties to survey property damage. 
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Commonly Purchased Insurance Overview 
 
There is no set formula for the amount of insurance coverage for a land trust or an actuarial 
table for appropriate limits of liability and deductibles. Land trusts frequently purchase these 
coverages: 
 

 General liability or commercial GL 

 Directors and officers (D&O) liability 

 Employment practices liability 

 Property coverage 

 Non-owned automobile liability 

 Volunteer accident coverage 

 Workers compensation 

 Fidelity or dishonesty coverage 

 Cyber 

 Title insurance 

 Terrafirma: Conservation Defense 
Liability Insurance Service 

 Excess and umbrella liability 

 Professional liability 

 
How various insurance coverages fit together 

 
Similarities in Commercial General Liability and D&O Policies 

Commercial General Liability Directors & Officers Liability 

Common liabilities like negligence Wrongful management acts, mistakes and 
misjudgments 

Broad catch-all or basic liability coverage. Broad coverage for wrongful management acts. 

Covers everyone but not contractors Covers everyone but not contractors 

 
Key Differences between Commercial General Liability and D&O Policies 

Commercial General Liability Directors & Officers Liability 

Covers bodily injury, property damage and 
personal and advertising injury. 

Always excludes bodily injury and property 
damage.   

Covers accidents only; usually from 
operations not management decisions. 

Covers wrongful acts only; usually from 
governance or management decisions.  

“occurrence” policy. The coverage trigger in 
is the date of the event, accident or 
occurrence.  

“claims-made” policy. The coverage trigger is 
the date the claim was made against the insured 
by the third party.  

Standard policy wording.  Nonstandard policy wording.  
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Typical Coverage Sections in a Commercial General Liability (CGL) Policy 
 Coverage A – General Liability - “Bodily Injury and Property Damage.” 
 Coverage B – Personal and Advertising Injury Liability - Expands CGL coverage beyond 

bodily injury and property damage, covering common liability exposures. 
 Coverage C – Medical Expense - Covers accidents arising from the insured’s premises or 

operations, regardless of the liability. Coverage C reimburses expenses for minor 
injuries, reducing risk of a lawsuit. The standard limit is $5,000 per person.  

Commercial General Liability Policy Limits  
 General Aggregate Limit (Other than Products-Completed Operations) – the maximum 

payable in the policy term for all claims other than Products Liability and Completed 
Operations Liability 

 Products Liability - Completed Operations Aggregate Limit – the maximum payable for 
liability for products the organization manufactures or sells, or liability arising from 
construction or repair work the organization has completed  

 Personal and Advertising Injury Limit – the maximum payable for Coverage B under the 
Commercial General Liability policy 

 Each Occurrence Limit –the maximum payable for any one claim 
 Fire Damage Limit – the maximum payable for fire damage to the portion of a landlord’s 

building that the insured organization occupies 
 Medical Expense Limit — the maximum payable for Coverage C 

 
All the limits described above are in addition to defense costs available under the policy. 
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 Insert ins policy 
here 

Insert ins policy 
here 

Insert ins policy 
here 

Insert ins policy 
here 

Coverage type 
 

    

Premium 
annual 
 

    

Deductible 
 

    

Claim limit 
 

    

Policy 
aggregate 
 

    

Who covered 
 

    

Who not 
 

    

Other gaps 
 

    

Any riders 
 

    

Any 
endorsements 
 

    

Umbrella 
 

    

Notice 
requirement 
 

    

Potential 
overlaps 
 

    

Risk Mitigation 
available 
 

    

Notes 
 

    

 
 



 

 

Practical Pointers Series 

Assessing Insurance for Land Trusts 

 

None of us knows exactly what tomorrow will bring, but most of us — including most managers 

of nonprofit organizations — expect that tomorrow will be much like today. However, events 

that we cannot now fully foresee may, occasionally and with little warning, make a nonprofit’s 

tomorrow much different — much worse or much better — than it is today. Unpredictable events 

involving each of the four fundamental values of a land trust — its people, its property, its 

income and, perhaps most importantly, its reputation — may bring near disaster or good fortune.  

 

Unpredictable events involve risk, which is a measure of the possibility that the future may be 

surprisingly different from what we expect. To fulfill its public service mission, land trust 

boards, employees and volunteers must manage risks effectively by countering threats of loss 

and leveraging opportunities for gain. A correctly tailored insurance portfolio is an effective way 

to help manage risk. 

 

George Moore, president of the Lyme Land Conservation Trust (CT), realized the importance of 

an insurance portfolio when a dispute over the land trust’s very first easement brought the 44-

year-old organization to court for the first time. The land trust practices sound stewardship of its 

95 properties—including 64 easements and 400 acres of linked trails — and has the support of 

the community it serves. About half of the town’s 1,000 households are land trust members. 

With only a few staff, the organization’s 15 directors and about 40 additional volunteers do the 

work.  

 

The organization tried engaging the new owner of a sensitive waterfront property to explain the 

conservation easement it holds on the property—as they had two previous owners. The owner 

repeatedly rebuffed the land trust and continued to repeatedly violate the easement by altering 

the property in ways contrary to the restrictions, so the land trust finally filed suit. Concerned 

that the community might lose faith in the land trust, George reached out publicly and explained 

its fiduciary responsibility to protect conserved land in perpetuity. That’s when the landowner 

sued him personally. Luckily, the land trust had directors and officers (D&O) insurance to cover 

the personal lawsuit. The case continues and costs are mounting. The land trust won decisively at 

the trial level but expects appeals.  

 

The Lyme Land Conservation Trust joined Terrafirma. “Because of our experience, we are more 

acutely aware of the need for this program than most land trusts might be,” says George. “We 

believe this isn’t unique to us and it won’t be going away.” You can be as prepared as the Lyme 

Land Conservation Trust:   

 

1. General Liability Insurance. Most experts recommend a minimum of $1 million in 

general liability, although $2 million or more may be better for most groups, depending 

on your exposure. Find a local insurance agent to advise you on the prevailing 

conditions in your area. Even in rural areas, you can be influenced by urban prices. 

2. Directors and Officers Insurance. Experts are adamant that every nonprofit, regardless of 

size or location, must have D&O coverage. Land trust boards make judgment calls all the 

time, and their liability is commonly not covered by general liability insurance. Another way 

for individuals to cover the cost of personal lawsuits is to purchase personal liability 



  
 

insurance as an addendum to a homeowner’s policy. Personal Liability Umbrella Policies 

(PLUPs) can expand coverages, as well. 

3. Volunteer Coverage and the 1997 Federal Volunteer Protection Act. Know your 

rights! If your volunteers act in accordance with an established policy, they may be 

protected by statute, but a volunteer insurance rider still helps. The Learning Center. 

4. Title Insurance. We strongly recommend obtaining title insurance for all purchases of 

fee-owned land and conservation easements. 

5. Terrafirma Risk Retention Group LLC.  The Land Trust Alliance formed Terrafirma Risk 

Retention Group LLC in 2011 to help land trusts defend their conserved lands from legal 

challenge. Terrafirma provides a significant protection from risk not covered by other 

insurance. Learn more at www.terrafirma.org.  

6. Risk Management. Get an insurance coverage evaluation from your carrier, broker or 

a consultant. The Non-Profit Risk Management Center also offers this service. Ask for 

Melanie Herman. http://www.nonprofitrisk.org/consulting/insurance-reviews.shtml.  

 

RESOURCES 

 

 Terrafirma Risk Retention Group LLC, conservation defense liability insurance only for 

private land conservation organizations and solely owned by the 476 insured member land 

trusts from 46 states in America, insuring more than 7.2 million acres of conservation land. 

www.terrafirma.org  

 Conserv-A-Nation®: Covers approximately 500 Land Trust Alliance members. Coverage 

includes a basic program – general liability, non-owned and hired auto liability, volunteer, 

crime and property. Offered by Alliant Insurance Services, Inc., the package is suited to land 

trusts at competitive prices to Land Trust Alliance members.  

 Other insurance companies serve the non-profit sector. You can find a list on the 

Conserve-A-Nation® page. 

 The Land Trust Alliance’s A Guide to Risk Management for Land Trusts has many tips and 

lists that show how to manage risk. Click on the title to get to The Learning Center where 

you can download a free PDF.  

 A FREE affiliate membership with the Nonprofit Risk Management Center for 

Alliance members. Log on as an Affiliate of the Land Trust Alliance. See directions. 

 Risk management collection on The Learning Center. This site has a collection of resources 

specifically chosen to help you manage risk at your land trust. If you haven’t been there in a 

while, we have posted some new resources, including an emergency succession-planning 

template. 

 Recordkeeping and document management is key. A successful nonprofit is a well-

managed organization. Learn how to manage risk through good records: Recordkeeping 101. 

 

 

DISCLAIMER 

 

The Land Trust Alliance designed this material to provide accurate, authoritative information 

about the subject matter covered with the understanding that the Land Trust Alliance is not 

engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional counsel. If a land trust or individual 

requires legal advice or other expert assistance, they should seek the services of competent 

professionals. The Land Trust Alliance is solely responsible for the content of this series. 

 
Last revised April 8, 2015 

http://clearinghouse.lta.org/collections/show/379
http://www.terrafirma.org/
http://www.nonprofitrisk.org/consulting/insurance-reviews.shtml
http://www.terrafirma.org/
http://www.landtrustalliance.org/join/liability-insurance
http://tlc.lta.org/library/documents/36876
http://lta.informz.net/z/cjUucD9taT0zNjk0NjcxJnA9MSZ1PTEwMDIwMTQ4MjUmbGk9MjA0Mzk4NDU/index.html
http://tlc.lta.org/library/collections/715
http://clearinghouse.lta.org/collections/show/366


 

 

Evaluating Your Land Trust’s Insurance Needs and Obtaining 
Proper Coverage 

It is well worth the time required to evaluate an organization’s insurance needs before purchasing 

coverage. This fact sheet provides insight on key factors in this process, as well as the need to determine 

the goals of an insurance program at the outset. Examining the factors and establishing goals are 

important precursors to obtaining appropriate coverage.  

The following checklists provide tips and suggestions for purchasing coverage and working with an 

insurance intermediary. 

What to Do When Purchasing Insurance  

 Find a competent insurance professional (broker or agent) whom you trust to advise you on insurance 

matters and act as your advocate in the insurance marketplace 

 Ask your insurance agent or broker to disclose how they are compensated and also the amount of 

compensation he or she receives for work on your behalf 

 Take the time to read your insurance policies 

 Investigate the financial stability of your insurers 

 Ask your broker or agent to respond in writing to your questions 

 Consider seeking multiple bids for your insurance coverage at least every four to five years 

 Give thoughtful consideration to how much risk your land trust can afford to retain 

 Provide your board of directors with a copy of the actual policy language for the land trust’s directors 

and officers liability policy 

 Provide a periodic briefing on your insurance program to the land trust’s board of directors 

 

What Not to Do When Purchasing Insurance 

 Delegate responsibility for your insurance program to a junior staff member or new volunteer 

 Simply renew your coverages each year without considering whether your coverage needs have 

changed 

 Wait until the last minute to submit completed applications 

 Be evasive about your operations and exposures on your application 

 By shy about asking questions concerning your coverage or the process 

 Regard your insurance coverage as the equivalent to a risk management program 

 

Tips for Working with Your Insurance Professional 

 Provide prompt, clear, concise answers to questions 

 Expect your quote in a timely manner 

 Ask questions and expect understandable answers 

 Give your broker at least 30 days notice, if possible, regarding any and all policy changes 

 Get important answers in writing 

 Don’t withhold information from your broker 

 Report claims to your broker immediately and be prepared to give detailed information regarding the 

claim 

 



Insurance Professional Services/Responsibilities 

The following list indicates some of the services an insurance professional might provide to a nonprofit 

client. The leaders of your land trust must decide which services it requires or views as desirable. 

 

 Provide complete and accurate information to the insurance carrier on behalf of the insured, including 

signed applications and updated information at renewal. 

 Remit down payments and balance payments to the insurance carrier in a timely fashion. 

 Arrange financing, if requested by the insured member. 

 Help the insured with compliance with safety recommendations. 

 Complete Certificates of Insurance and request Additional Insured endorsements, as required by 

funding sources, landlords and so forth. 

 Review all contracts for the insured with respect to insurance requirements. Forward unusual 

contractual obligations to the insurance carrier for review and comment. 

 Be available to answer questions regarding the insurance contract. 

 Report claims and coordinate claim adjusting with the insurance carrier. 

 Be available to participate in the land trust’s risk management committee, if requested. 

 Be available to attend at least one of the land trust’s board meetings per year, if requested. 

 Present an appropriate insurance package to the land trust for its review and decision. 

 Serve as a source of information for his or her clients in regards to insurance questions. 

 Maintain a complete insurance file for the insured nonprofit. As the insured, you should keep a copy 

as well. 

 Maintain continuing education and proper licensing status at all times. 

How to Save Money on Purchasing Insurance 
1. Exercise caution in claims reporting. Your land trust’s premiums will increase and you will 

ultimately find it harder to obtain coverage if you have more claims or larger claims than similar 

organizations. Therefore, it pays to try to limit your claims and manage any claims you do file with 

care. Make certain you understand the process and requirements for claims reporting. The failure to 

report a claim or a potential claim can put coverage in jeopardy. Speak with your agent or broker 

about whether an incident should be reported to one or more carriers. On one hand, reporting 

incidents ensures that you don’t violate the requirement for timely claims reporting. On the other 

hand, reporting too many incidents that never evolve into claims for damages could be interpreted as 

a red flag by your carriers and lead to a nonrenewal of coverage when the policy expires. Be sure you 

understand the consequences for reporting or failing to report potential claims.  

 

2. Make a positive impression. Complete all applications in full. Ask your agent or broker for assistance, 

as needed. Be prepared to explain any discrepancies between your land trust website and information 

included on your applications for coverage. Answer follow-up questions from underwriters as 

promptly and completely as possible. If applicable, request the opportunity to review your claims 

history reports before submitting renewal applications. Finally, provide detailed information on loss 

control initiatives and risk management if your land trust has filed a claim during the five-year period 

prior to policy renewal. Be knowledgeable about your risks and management plan. 

 

Know what amounts of coverage and deductible to obtain 

It is essential to assess your organizational risks and get the proper insurance coverage. Selecting limits 

and deductibles begins with determining the risk appetite and tolerance of the organization. Each type of 

insurance has certain coverage amounts that affect your organization. Remember that if you do not have 

enough coverage, then you will pay the balance of a loss out of the organizational operating funds or you 

will have to fundraise or (worse) be forced to sell unrestricted assets. The amount of coverage you require 

under general liability insurance depends on many factors. The most important factors that determine the 

amount of coverage you need to carry are: 



 Risk associated with your organization. The higher the perceived risk, the higher the coverage 

required to meet it. 

 The type of work your organization does. If you have many volunteers, open your land to school 

groups, have many special events and use lots of equipment for land management, then your 

organization may be exposed to more risk and require more and more varied coverage. 

 The state in which your organization is located. Does the state in which you operate shows a 

history of awarding high damage amounts to complainants? If the answer is “yes,” then it makes 

sense for you to carry higher coverage limits. You might also look at current trends of awards in 

each of the insurance areas you are purchasing. Are most of the awards around  $1 million? Much 

more? Less? In current dollars, $1 million does not often cover both the legal and expert expenses 

and any damages award. 

 The value of your property. For property, obtain a professional appraisal of any buildings, 

equipment and other inventory, then determine the replacement value to arrive at the needed 

coverage and remember the deductible as you will need that in cash. You should assess this 

information annually. Be sure to consider your intangibles, as well, such as software for 

computers and the data in the computers, such as your donor database. 

Deductibles are typically used to deter large numbers of trivial claims of which an organization can 

reasonably be expected to bear the costs. This is also often called the self-insured retention or retained 

risk. By restricting its coverage to events that are significant enough to incur large costs, the insurance 

firm expects to pay out slightly smaller amounts much less frequently, incurring much higher savings. 

Determining the right deductible for your organization requires a clear assessment of the likelihood of the 

occurrence of a loss plus the magnitude of the loss. Depending on the reason for the insurance, you will 

not want to pay more in the deductible than the property is worth, which is another reason to revisit 

coverage annually as you depreciate the value of equipment and vehicles. 

 

Ask for Help 
You have a FREE Affiliate membership with the Nonprofit Risk Management Center just for Alliance 

members. The free and discounted risk and insurance resources available to you are amazing. Take 

advantage of this Alliance member benefit funded just for you! Log on FREE to the Nonprofit Risk 

Management Center as an Affiliate of the Land Trust Alliance. See directions 

 

Leslie Ratley-Beach Lorri Barrett 

Conservation Defense Director Conservation Defense Coordinator 

Land Trust Alliance Land Trust Alliance 

44 Deerfield Drive 1660 L Street NW #1100 

Montpelier, VT 05602 Washington, DC 20036 

802-262-6051 202-800-2219 

lrbeach@lta.org lbarrett@lta.org 

www.lta.org 

 

DISCLAIMER 

 

The Land Trust Alliance designed this material to provide accurate, authoritative information in regard to 

the subject matter covered with the understanding that the Land Trust Alliance is not engaged in 
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or other expert assistance, they should seek the services of competent professionals. The Land Trust 
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Practical Pointers Series 

 

Commonly Purchased Insurance 

 

There is no set formula for the amount of insurance coverage for a land trust or an actuarial table 

for appropriate limits of liability and deductibles. Land trusts frequently purchase these 

coverages: 

 

 General liability or commercial general 

liability 

 Directors and officers (D&O) liability 

 Fidelity or dishonesty coverage 

 Employment practices liability 

 Professional liability 

 Non-owned automobile liability 

 Property coverage 

 Excess and umbrella liability 

 Volunteer accident coverage 

 Workers compensation 

 Title insurance 

 Terrafirma: Conservation Defense 

Liability Insurance Service 

 

How various insurance coverages fit together 

General liability insurance covers claims alleging bodily injury or property damage. Directors 

and officers insurance covers claims alleging wrongful management decisions by board and 

staff. Unpaid directors of land trusts may have some coverage under individual homeowners or 

personal liability umbrella policies, but the protection is limited to the individual and offers no 

defense and indemnity for the land trust. General liability and D&O often will not cover for 

losses associated with embezzlement, fraud or other dishonesty.  

 

Title insurance generally excludes issues on the ground, unless the survey exception is removed, 

and landowner compliance with a conservation easement. Title insurance compensates the land 

trust if actual title to (ownership of) the conservation easement is challenged or if the legal 

description is disputed, subject to the survey exception. These insurances will not pay for a land 

trust to sue someone; traditional insurance only pays to defend the land trust if sued under certain 

circumstances. Terrafirma Risk Retention Group LLC provides coverage when a land trust must 

sue or is sued regarding conservation rights.  

 

General Liability and Commercial General Liability 

General liability insurance policies typically cover an organization’s exposure for bodily injury 

and property damage caused by an accident, except for specifically excluded liabilities.  

 

Commercial general liability coverage is an expanded form of general liability that adds: 

1. Personal and advertising injury liability (referred to as Section B), which provides coverage 

for claims that do not involve bodily injury or property damage and are not the result of an 

accident. This category of coverage refers to claims alleging: 

 False arrest, detention or imprisonment 

 Malicious prosecution 

 Wrongful eviction or entry by a landlord 
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 Libel, slander or disparagement of an organization 

 Invasion of privacy through spoken or written statements 

 Unauthorized use of an idea in advertising 

 Infringement of copyright, product image or slogan in advertising 

2. Medical expense coverage (referred to as Section C).  

 

Regardless of the specific general liability policy, general liability won’t cover:  

 Emotional distress, unless arising from bodily injury  

 Financial loss, unless arising from bodily injury or property damage  

 Property damage to intangible property (such as information stored on a computer 

network)  

 

Common exclusions in Section B of the commercial general liability policy include:  

 Liability of insureds in the business of advertising, broadcasting, publishing, website 

consulting or internet services. These entities purchase personal and advertising injury 

coverage in their professional liability coverage. Not an issue for most land trusts, but 

social media and smart phone applications may trigger a need to consider this coverage. 

 Liability for employment practices (personal injury liability for employment practices is 

included under most nonprofit D&O liability policies). 

 

Typical Coverage Sections in a Commercial General Liability (CGL) Policy 

 Coverage A – General Liability - “Bodily Injury and Property Damage.” 

 Coverage B – Personal and Advertising Injury Liability - Expands CGL coverage beyond 

bodily injury and property damage, covering common liability exposures. 

 Coverage C – Medical Expense - Covers accidents arising from the insured’s premises or 

operations, regardless of the liability. Coverage C reimburses expenses for minor injuries, 

reducing risk of a lawsuit. The standard limit is $5,000 per person.  

 

Commercial General Liability Policy Limits  

 General Aggregate Limit (Other than Products-Completed Operations) – the maximum 

payable in the policy term for all claims other than Products Liability and Completed 

Operations Liability 

 Products Liability - Completed Operations Aggregate Limit – the maximum payable for 

liability for products the organization manufactures or sells, or liability arising from 

construction or repair work the organization has completed  

 Personal and Advertising Injury Limit – the maximum payable for Coverage B under the 

Commercial General Liability policy 

 Each Occurrence Limit –the maximum payable for any one claim 

 Fire Damage Limit – the maximum payable for fire damage to the portion of a landlord’s 

building that the insured organization occupies 

 Medical Expense Limit — the maximum payable for Coverage C 

 

All the limits described above are in addition to defense costs available under the policy. 
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Directors and Officers (D&O) Liability  

These policies cover economic damages resulting from errors or omissions in governance or 

management. A nonprofit D&O policy covers liability claims, unless specifically excluded. 

General liability and D&O policies, therefore, are intended to be mutually exclusive — they do 

not cover the same liabilities. 

 

Similarities in Commercial General Liability and D&O Policies 

Commercial General Liability Directors & Officers Liability 

Covers liabilities common to all nonprofits, 

including land trusts.  

Covers claims alleging wrongful management 

acts that are common to all nonprofits. 

Provides broad catch-all or basic liability 

coverage. Other liability coverages are 

more specific and narrower in scope. 

Provides broad coverage for wrongful 

management acts. 

Includes all board members, employees and 

volunteers as insureds. 

Includes all board members, employees and 

volunteers as insureds. 

 

Key Differences between Commercial General Liability and D&O Policies 

Commercial General Liability Directors & Officers Liability 

Covers bodily injury, property damage and 

personal and advertising injury. 

Always excludes bodily injury and property 

damage.   

Covers accidents only. Claims usually arise 

directly from operations rather than 

governance (management decisions).   

 

Covers wrongful acts. Claims usually arise from 

governance or management decisions. Board 

members, management and the organization itself 

are often defendants and are listed under a broad 

definition of insured in the policy.  

Most often sold to nonprofits as an 

“occurrence” policy. The coverage trigger 

in this policy form is the date of the event, 

accident or occurrence.  

Most often sold to nonprofits as a “claims-made” 

policy. In a claims-made policy, the coverage 

trigger is the date the claim was made against the 

organization. A lawsuit is likely to be filed or 

“made” many months after the events occurred. 

Standard policy wording. Most insurance 

carriers use one of the forms issued by the 

Insurance Services Offices (ISO). The form 

number and ISO reference appear at the 

bottom of each page of the policy.  

Nonstandard policy wording. Each insurer drafts 

or “manuscripts” its own D&O policy forms. 

Differences in wording and policy structure make 

it difficult to undertake a side-by-side comparison 

of coverage, a key to determining which provides 

better or preferable protection for the insured. 

 

Crime Coverage or Fidelity Insurance 

Fidelity insurance provide coverage for employee theft, forgery, fund transfer fraud, computer 

fraud, money order and counterfeit currency fraud and credit card fraud, as well as costs to 

investigate a loss. Fidelity insurance protects organizations from loss of money, securities or 

inventory resulting from crime. Common claims allege dishonesty, embezzlement, forgery, 

robbery, computer fraud and wire transfer fraud. Crime-related losses are not typically covered 

by most property insurance policies, so crime protection insurance is an additional component 

for any business. 
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Employment Practices Liability (EPL) Insurance 

Claims alleging wrongful employment practices may arise from the Civil Rights Act of 1991 and 

the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Purchasing a D&O policy with coverage for 

employment-related claims makes sense because the claims risk is high. EPL coverage is 

available as a stand-alone policy but may not provide the depth of coverage that a nonprofit 

D&O policy with EPL coverage may include. Many stand-alone EPL policies do not include the 

organization, all employees or volunteers as insureds, and the definition of covered employment 

actions may be narrower. Finally, a stand-alone EPL policy may be more expensive and include 

a large retention or co-insurance provision in which the insured must pay a percentage of the 

loss. 

 

Professional Liability Insurance 

Professional liability insurance, also “errors and omissions liability insurance” or “malpractice 

insurance,” covers liability for the higher standard of care required of professionals providing 

services in their area of expertise. Professionals must possess and demonstrate the same expertise 

and competencies common to members in good standing of their profession. A professional 

liability policy may not cover all your land trust’s professional exposures. Professional liability 

formats have varying levels of coverage. The policy and its exclusions must be compared with 

the services provided. Read your policies and seek professional advice. This coverage often is 

very expensive. 

 

Non-Owned Automobile Liability 

Non-owned automobile liability insurance covers accidents caused by an employee or volunteer 

driving a personal vehicle for a nonprofit. Coverage protects the nonprofit —not the employee or 

volunteer. Coverage applies when liability limits of the owner’s personal auto policy are 

exhausted.  

 

Property Coverage 

Most land trusts purchase property insurance. The coverage depends on types of property that 

may be damaged and causes for the damage. To collect under a property policy, covered 

property must be damaged by certain causes of loss. Most policies cover all causes, except those 

specifically excluded (for example, nuclear war), but some policies only cover damage caused by 

specific causes, such as fire, lightning, wind, water or objects falling from the sky. Many policies 

do not cover significant catastrophes that affect a wide geographical area, such as floods or 

earthquakes. 

 

Excess and Umbrella Liability 

Liability insurance provides either primary or excess coverage. Primary coverage is the first to 

respond to covered claims. When primary policy limits are exhausted, the excess policy is 

triggered and provides additional coverage for defense, judgments and settlement expenses. 

Excess policies follow form, which means that they mirror terms and conditions in the underlying 

policy. They do not cover claims excluded by the primary policy. Some coverages, such as 

excess auto liability, include excess in their names and are easy to identify. Excess coverage is 

often inexpensive.  
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Volunteer Accident Coverage 

Although permitted in some states, including volunteers in a land trust’s workers compensation 

coverage is expensive. Land trusts may purchase volunteer accident coverage, providing medical 

reimbursement up to a defined limit but not income replacement. A typical policy offers no-fault 

coverage if a covered individual is injured while serving a nonprofit organization. Accident 

medical reimbursement coverage (also known simply as accident coverage) can also be written 

to cover volunteers and participants. A volunteer accident policy does not cover the organization 

itself; however, coverage may dissuade an injured volunteer from suing the land trust. 

 

Workers Compensation 

Workers compensation covers employees, their survivors and organizations that purchase it for 

their workers. Coverage A (or Part One) eliminates the need for injured workers to sue their 

employers to obtain payment of medical costs associated with work-related injuries or illnesses. 

Coverage reduces, but does not eliminate the risk that the employer will face a liability claim 

from an injured worker. Coverage B (or Part Two) provides employers with liability protection 

for liability claims that are narrowly allowed by statute. Workers compensation laws vary widely 

between states. 

 

Title Insurance  
Title problems may occur that could not be found in public records or are inadvertently missed in 

the title search. An owner's policy of title insurance insures against the most unforeseen 

problems in acquiring conservation easements or fee-owned land. Owner's title insurance, called 

an owner's policy, is usually issued in the purchase amount (or value, if a donation). It is 

purchased for a one-time fee at closing and lasts as long as you or your successors have an 

interest in the property.  

 

Terrafirma: The Conservation Defense Liability Insurance Service  

The Land Trust Alliance formed Terrafirma Risk Retention Group LLC in 2011 to help land 

trusts defend their conserved lands from legal challenge. Terrafirma provides a significant 

protection from risk not covered by other insurance. Terrafirma is a charitable risk pool with tax-

exempt status under the Internal Revenue Code. Learn more at www.terrafirma.org.  

 

Adapted from A Guide to Risk Management for Land Trusts, The Land Trust Alliance 

2014 

 

See the helpful Annual Insurance Analysis Grid on the next page for you to complete with your 

agent and board. 

 

DISCLAIMER 

The Land Trust Alliance designed this material to provide accurate, authoritative information 

about the subject matter covered with the understanding that the Land Trust Alliance is not 

engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional counsel. If a land trust or individual 

requires legal advice or other expert assistance, they should seek the services of competent 

professionals. The Land Trust Alliance is solely responsible for the content of this series. 

last revised  April 8, 2015 

http://www.terrafirma.org/
http://lta.informz.net/z/cjUucD9taT0zNzYxNDExJnA9MSZ1PTEwMjk1MjQ2NzkmbGk9MjA5MjY2NTU/index.html
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Practical Pointers Series 

DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS INSURANCE 

 

When someone sues a land trust, sometimes the challenger sues the land trust’s directors and officers 

too. Everyone may need legal defense even when no one did anything wrong. In most cases, board 

members will look to the land trust to protect them by paying for their legal defense and for any fines 

or judgments incurred in the course of serving the land trust. 

 

Directors and officers (D&O) insurance covers liability for actions of the land trust board and staff and 

protects the land trust, something that an individual board member’s own homeowners insurance will 

not do even if it has some protection for volunteer service. A good policy covers the corporation and 

volunteers. Some board members will not serve without D&O insurance, and if a land trust 

indemnifies its board members from liability, it needs this insurance to cover its potential risk. On the 

positive side, having good D&O coverage is a great recruitment tool. Finally, many D&O policies may 

include Employment Practices Litigation (EPL) coverage and that is an important reason for any land 

trust with employees to have the coverage. 

D&O insurance covers liability for “wrongful acts,” such as: 

 Poor business judgments 

 Errors, omissions and misstatements 

 Negligent acts 

 Breaches of duty 

 Interference with another’s business  

 Conflicts of interest 

 Fraudulent conduct 

 Violations of statutes 

 Failure to file statutorily mandated reports 

 Financial mismanagement 

 Misuse of donated funds 

 Co-mingling of special funds 

 Discrimination 

 Sexual harassment 

 Wrongful termination 

 

Coverage Under Homeowners Policies 

Unpaid board members of land trusts may have some coverage available under their individual 

homeowners or personal liability umbrella policies. Personal Liability Umbrella Policies (PLUPs) can 

expand coverages, as well. These policies generally limit coverage to the individual board member (not 

the land trust) and are not a substitute for either general liability or D&O insurance for the land trust. 

Each board member should consult with his or her own insurance company to determine if there are 

situations in which their individual policies might provide coverage because not every homeowner 

policy has this coverage. 
 

Insured Versus Insured Exclusions 

D&O policies usually have some form of “insured versus insured” exclusion. This means that, with 

some exceptions, the policy does not cover claims by board members (even former board members) 



against other board members, or by the land trust against its board members (past or present). Because 

all present and former officers and board members are insureds, the “insured v. insured” exclusion can 

bar coverage of any claim by any former board member against any other board member, even if the 

claim has nothing to do with the former board member’s period of service. 

 

Technical Issues with D&O Policies 

The language found in most D&O insurance policies explicitly states that:  

 It is your responsibility, not the insurer’s responsibility, to defend the claim 

 You must still get approval from the carrier prior to incurring any costs  

 The carrier must approve of the law firm you intend to engage even though the insurer has no 

obligation to provide you a defense  

 

Reasonable and Necessary 

Most policies define defense expenses as “reasonable and necessary legal fees and expenses.”  

 Carriers will usually advise you of the maximum hourly rate they will pay  

 Many carriers also will give you guidelines on what they consider reasonable expenses  

 Failure to follow payment guidelines may automatically disqualify you from coverage 

 

Hint: You can use the insurance company’s payment guidelines when reviewing your attorney’s 

invoices so that you can challenge inappropriate charges. 

 

Defense within Limits 

Unlike general liability policies, D&O insurance policies have “defense within limits provisions,” 

which reduce the policy’s coverage limits. This means that the payment of the attorneys’ fees and other 

costs reduces the amount available to pay any damages awarded if your land trust loses the case.  

 

Do Your Homework!  

D&O policies are very different from the standard general liability policy and can vary substantially 

among carriers. Be sure to understand and follow the policy terms. 

 

RESOURCES 

 

Practical Pointers for Land Trusts When Facing a Lawsuit or Other Legal Challenge of Any Size, 

Vermont Law School Land Use Institute and the Land Trust Alliance, (Washington, DC: Land Trust 

Alliance, 2013). The Learning Center [http://learningcenter.lta.org]. 

 

A Guide to Risk Management for Land Trusts , Land Trust Alliance (Washington, DC: Land Trust 

Alliance, 2014). The Learning Center [http://learningcenter.lta.org]. 

 
Nonprofit Risk Management Center, Affiliate membership through membership in the Land Trust 
Alliance. Click on the live link in the Conservation Defense Clearinghouse. The link is the Center’s logo:   

 

DISCLAIMER 

 

The Land Trust Alliance furnishes materials as tools to help land trusts. The Land Trust Alliance is not 

engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional counsel. If a land trust requires legal 

advice or other expert assistance, seek the services of competent professionals. The Land Trust 

Alliance is solely responsible for the content of this series.  
Last revised  April 8, 2015 

http://tlc.lta.org/library/documents/34879
http://lta.informz.net/z/cjUucD9taT0zNzYxNDExJnA9MSZ1PTEwMjk1MjQ2NzkmbGk9MjA5MjY2NTU/index.html
http://tlc.lta.org/clearinghouse


 
 

Practical Pointers Series 

TITLE INSURANCE 

 

Sometimes title problems surprise everyone. Perhaps a defect is not in the public records, or 

maybe the title examiner accidentally missed a mortgage in the title search. Maybe everyone 

involved made a simple error with big consequences. Even a typo can do that. An owner’s title 

insurance policy helps your land trust respond to unforeseen problems and get the transaction 

details right at the start. 

 

What it is  

1. Fraud happens, but the more common reason to get an owner’s policy is to catch the simple 

and normal errors, such as a recent new second mortgage or a line of credit that isn’t 

subordinated, or a new estate planning entity that changes the name of the legal owner. 

2. A land trust acquiring a conservation easement or land in fee can get an “owner’s policy” for 

its interest in that property. 

3. Only an owner’s policy fully protects you for undiscovered title problems and other errors.  

4. An abstract of title is not enough. A title update to cover the time between the last title report 

and the closing is essential. Title insurance covers that for you and alerts you to late changes. 

5. The title company will help pay valid claims and may cover the costs of defense of the title. 

6. Possible hidden title problems can include:  

a. Errors or omissions in deeds  

b. Mistakes in examining records during title search  

c. Forgery of a signature on a deed in the chain of title 

d. Mortgage holder fraud, forgery or false information  

e. Undisclosed heirs with a claim to the property   

f. Potential boundary issues, encroachments, adverse possession  

g. Fraud and bankruptcy claims that the deed defrauded creditors 

 

What it costs 

7. A one-time premium covers you for as long as you have an interest in the property.  

8. Buying a nominal amount rather than the full property value may allow the carrier to pay the 

value of the policy, releasing the company from the obligation to defend an expensive 

dispute. You get money, but lose your title. And the money may not be sufficient to offset the 

lost conservation values, time and costs and public perception of your competence. 

9. Receiving an owner’s policy isn’t an automatic part of the closing process; you order and pay 

a premium for the policy as part of the closing, typically based on the fair market value of the 

interest insured. You can buy inflationary protection as well. 

 

What it does 
10. A standard owner’s policy normally insures the known title as it appears in the public records 

and such hidden defects as forged documents, conveyances by incompetent grantors, 

incorrect marital statements and improperly delivered deeds. 

11. An owner’s policy will reveal any senior liens or encumbrances that if foreclosed upon, can 

eliminate your interest; it will guarantee the effectiveness of subordinations. 

12. The policy generally does not protect against certain named “uninsurable” losses, listed as 

exclusions or exceptions. 



13. Be sure that the carrier does not list your conservation easement or conservation restrictions 

on the exceptions to coverage, usually called Schedule B. 

14. For an additional premium, title carriers offer hundreds of possible other coverages by 

endorsement to their policies, which can cover losses from zoning ordinances, restrictive 

covenants, easements, encroachments, setbacks and other known existing problems. Most 

carriers exclude water and mineral rights.  

15. Investigate what it might cost to buy an enhanced policy, usually an American Land Title 

Association (ALTA) policy, or even an Owner’s Extended coverage “Eagle” policy. It 

provides additional (although typically limited) coverages for post policy challenges to title 

that involve on the ground verification or fraud claims. 

 

Checklist for selecting a title company 

1. The title company’s approach to insuring risk is reasonable and they understand conservation  

2. References/referrals checked; years in business; fees and premiums 

3. Requirements to obtain enhanced coverage  

4. Ask what title company services are included: drafting deeds and other legal documents; 

acting as escrow agent to hold money and documents pending closing; acting as a closing 

agent; ordering the title commitment or title report  

 

What happened to one land trust 

A land trust accepted a conservation easement that the landowner mistakenly signed as an 

individual instead of as the owner of the limited liability company to which he previously 

conveyed the property. The landowner owned 99 percent of the limited liability company. His 

wife owned the other 1 percent. If the land trust had obtained a title insurance policy, the updated 

title review would have detected the mistake early, and the parties could have corrected the 

mutual mistake immediately. Even if they missed it then, title insurance would have covered the 

costs to win the case to invalidate the easement by the successor owner. Fortunately, the court 

held that a conservation easement that mistakenly referenced an individual, as opposed to a 

limited liability company created by the individual, as the easement grantor is still valid, but the 

land trust had to pay the costs to win. 

 

RESOURCES 

 

Chapter 3 of the Standards and Practices Curriculum book Acquiring Land and Conservation 

Easements. The Learning Center [http://learningcenter.lta.org]. 

 

A Guide to Risk Management for Land Trusts, The Land Trust Alliance (Washington, DC: 

Land Trust Alliance, 2014). The Learning Center [http://learningcenter.lta.org]. 

 

Nonprofit Risk Management Center affiliate through membership in The Land Trust Alliance. 

Click on the live link in the Conservation Defense Clearinghouse. The link is the Center’s logo:   

 
 

DISCLAIMER 

 

The Land Trust Alliance furnishes materials as tools to help land trusts. The Land Trust Alliance 

is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional counsel. If a land trust 

requires legal advice or other expert assistance, seek the services of competent professionals. The 

Land Trust Alliance is solely responsible for the content of this series.  
Last revised  April 8, 2015 

http://learningcenter.lta.org/courses/acquiring-land-and-conservation-easements/p/chapter-three-title-investigation#course-content
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http://lta.informz.net/z/cjUucD9taT0zNzYxNDExJnA9MSZ1PTEwMjk1MjQ2NzkmbGk9MjA5MjY2NTU/index.html
http://tlc.lta.org/clearinghouse


 
 

Practical Pointers Series 
Cyber Risk Insurance for Land Trusts 

 
Data Privacy Risks  
Data breach threats come from many sources: an employee falls prey to e-mail phishing; a 
laptop vanishes from an employee’s car; a disgruntled employee leaves with donor credit card 
numbers and more. Unintentional privacy breaches, such as information lost, stolen or 
accessed by an unauthorized source regardless of where the data is stored, can be just as costly 
as the more notorious hacker data theft. The device—and all the vital data on it—could be 
damaged, lost forever or fall into unscrupulous hands. These common activities can lead to 
potential liability: 
1. Conducting e-commerce, especially collecting credit card data and processing payments online 
2. Storing and transferring employee, client or donor data—both electronic and paper 
3. Storing personal information on laptops, smartphones, pads, thumb drives or external 

portable drives without proper safeguards 
4. Remote workers with sensitive data on remote hard drives and mobile devices 
5. Allowing partners and/or vendors to access personal information without proper safeguards 
6. Storing personal information on cloud servers or systems 
 
Who Do You Call? 
Something every leader must know is who to call first if you believe a breach may have 
occurred. The first call should always be to your attorney; make sure you have one on call. The 
second call should be to your insurance broker, claims manager or carrier directly. Be careful 
not to bring in outside assistance until you speak with your attorney and notify the insurance 
company, or you risk negating coverage. Counsel can assist you in evaluating the risks and the 
scope of coverage offered under cyber policies as well as risk mitigation.  
 
Cyber Liability Insurance Basics 
One strategy to address these risks is cyber insurance. An experienced broker can identify the 
insurers who offer the product most suited to your company’s needs and help negotiate 
favorable terms and price. Working together, a team including your broker and outside counsel 
can ensure that you purchase the right coverage with appropriate terms and conditions. As 
with any insurance available to your nonprofit, it’s important that you understand what it 
covers, when coverage is triggered and what proactive or responsive risk management support 
is available. Most cyber insurance has the option to include six key coverage areas: 
1. Data Loss and System Damage. Your current property policy covers damage to the 

computer itself—but not the data stored on it. 
2. Business Interruption.  Loss of revenue from downtime after a hack, denial of service or 

virus causes a temporary or long-term shutdown in your operations. 
3. Notification Expenses.  Almost every state has notification requirements—your company 

must disclose any breach to parties whose private information was, or is reasonably 
believed to have been, acquired by a person without valid authorization.  

4. Perception Management. You’ve experienced a security breach, been out of business for a 
week and notified thousands of clients, vendors and others of the breach; now you need to 

http://www.beazley.com/business_lines/technology_media__business/data_breach_map.aspx


address the public to minimize the damage to your brand. This is typically wrapped into 
crisis management expenses (or the carrier equivalent), which may also include cost for 
breach coach, computer forensics, call center, credit monitoring and so on. 

5. Content Liability.  Anything associated with the content of your website, blog or other web 
presence from copyright and other IP claims to slander to invasion of privacy. 

6. Regulatory Investigation Expense. With the new notification laws having been enacted and 
privacy legislation constantly changing, there is always the chance that you could get a 
knock on the door from a friendly civil servant. Most traditional policies exclude 
governmental or regulatory investigation costs. Make sure your cyber policy includes it. 

7. Extortion. Coverage for extortion is usually offered, so be sure to ask for that option to 
cover attacks such as ransomware and other acts to extort money or other valuable assets. 

 
First-party coverage protects the insured for its own losses to its own data or lost income or for 
other harm to the organization’s business resulting from a data breach or cyber attack. Third-
party coverage protects the insured organization against claims that arise from losses suffered 
by third parties, such as donors or clients, from a data breach or cyber attack. This list has some 
of the coverages that may be available through a cyber liability policy. 
 
Typical first-party coverage available include the following: 

 Business interruption covers lost income and related costs where a policyholder is unable to 
conduct business due to nonphysical covered cause of loss, such as: loss of revenue during 
the downtime after a hack, denial of service, damage to systems or data caused by a virus. 

 Extortion coverage for the costs associated with the investigation of threats to commit 
cyber attacks against the policyholder’s systems and for payments to extortionists who 
threaten to disclose sensitive information or who ransom your data, software or hardware. 

 Computer data loss and restoration covers physical damage to, or loss of use of, computer-
related assets, including the costs of retrieving and restoring data, hardware, software or 
other information destroyed or damaged as the result of a cyber attack. 

 
Typical third-party coverages concerning a cyber event and the response include the following: 
 Crisis management and public relations expenses incurred to educate donors and 

customers, including the cost of advertising. 
 Forensic investigation covers the legal, technical or forensic services necessary to assess 

whether a cyber attack has occurred, to stop the attack and to assess the impact but is 
usually covered under crisis management. 

 Notification costs for donors, customers, employees or other victims. 
 Credit and fraud monitoring or other related services to persons. 
 Litigation and regulatory covers the costs associated with civil lawsuits, judgments, 

settlements or penalties resulting from a cyber event. 
 Regulatory response covers the legal, technical or forensic services necessary to assist the 

policyholder in responding to governmental inquiries and provides coverage for fines, 
penalties, investigations or other regulatory actions. 

 Theft and fraud, destruction or loss of the policyholder’s data and transfer of funds. 
 Media liability provides coverage for copyright, trademark or service mark infringement 

resulting from online publication by the insured. 
 Privacy liability coverage for liability to employees or customers for a breach of privacy and 

to defend your nonprofit against legal claims brought by a stakeholder who suffered, or has 
the potential to suffer, a significant financial loss after its personal data was compromised. 



A typical suit alleges that your nonprofit negligently failed to protect the personal 
information and that its loss was directly attributable to your negligence. 

 Content liability offers financial protection related to the content of your website, blog or 
social media sites ranging from copyright infringement and intellectual property claims to 
invasion of privacy or personal media injury (defamation, slander, libel) via electronic 
content. Some insurers refer to this coverage as “website liability.” Many nonprofits choose 
to cover content liability exposures under another policy, such as a media liability policy. 

 Data loss and system damage (or data restoration coverage) maybe covered under your 
current property policy and may cover damage to computers you own, but traditional 
property policies do not cover the cost to restore, rebuild or recover the data stored on 
computers. Some policies also include coverage for the process used by an expert to assess 
the scope of the damage, although this is usually covered in crisis management. 

 
These coverages are not equally available and premiums can vary widely. Some carriers have 
underwriters with knowledge and experience regarding cyber losses, while other carriers do 
not. The limits of liability purchased by U.S. organizations vary widely. Chubb Group reports 
that the average policy limits purchased by its clients are between $1 million and $5 million. 
 
Recommendations for Buying Cyber Insurance 
Identify Your Unique Risks. The first step is to understand the nature and the extent of the risks 
facing your organization. For some many nonprofits, the primary concern is the theft of 
personal financial information. Tailor coverage to the risks that you face. 
 
Understand Your Existing Coverage. Your organization’s standard insurance policies may 
provide some protection from cyber risks, and it is important to understand what coverage, if 
any, may be available under your existing policies. Then you can purchase what you need. 
 
Match Your Insurance to Your Risks. After you understand your organization’s risks and what 
coverage your existing policies provide, the next step is to evaluate the various types of 
coverage offered in the marketplace. Some types may be essential; other types will be less 
necessary. Adding to the complexity, more and more carriers are offering cyber insurance as an 
additional coverage in existing policies, such as professional liability policies. It is important to 
consider all of the options and buy only what your organization needs. 
 
Buy Enough Coverage. But you still need to assess the value of cyber insurance compared to 
the anticipated costs of a data breach with limits of liability available and the related costs. The 
costs of responding to a data breach can be substantial. You should also evaluate the risks you 
have of being subject to cyber attack or incurring a data breach. If risks are low and costs are 
high, that may indicate limited need. Estimates vary, but the 2016 Ponemon data breach study 
reported that the average data breach in the United States cost $158 per record.  
 
Beware of Exclusions and Sublimits. Coverage for a loss or claim may depend on the language 
in policy exclusion or a sublimit as opposed to the language in the grant of coverage. Policy 
language is not standardized. Policies may contain exclusions that have been cut and pasted 
from other insurance forms, and the exclusion may not apply. Negotiate with the insurer, or 
seek other quotes. Most cyber insurance policies also impose sublimits, such as for crisis-
management expenses, notification costs and regulatory investigations. These sublimits are 
often inadequate, but negotiate the size of the sublimit, and with no increase in premium. 

http://www.law360.com/companies/chubb-corporation


 
Negotiate for an Early Retroactive Date. Because breaches may be undetected for some time, 
purchase coverage with the earliest possible retroactive date. Cyber policies sometimes restrict 
coverage to breaches or losses that occur after a specific date. This may be the inception date 
of the policy so there would be no coverage for breaches that occurred before policy inception. 
 
Consider Coverage for Acts by Third Parties. Many organizations outsource data processing or 
storage to a third-party vendor, so obtain coverage for claims that arise from misconduct, 
negligence or simple loss by one of your vendors including cloud storage. 
 
Evaluate Coverage for Data Restoration Costs. Many cyber insurance policies do not provide 
coverage for the costs to replace, upgrade or maintain a breached computer system. Data-
restoration costs can be high so obtain coverage for the costs of restoring the organization. 
 
Involve All Stakeholders. As you consider the purchase of cyber insurance, be certain to involve 
all the constituencies within the organization, including information technology, finance and 
risk management, so that you are more likely to purchase the right policy with the right limits. 
 
Take Advantage of Risk Management Services. Many insurers offer cyber risk management 
services; you should consider whether your company needs these services and, if so, whether 
you should work with a carrier that offers a robust risk-management program. 
 
Understand what activates coverage under your cyber policy. Some policies are triggered on 
the date the loss occurs, while others are triggered on the date that a claim is made against the 
insured. In order to provide proper notice, you need to understand how coverage applies. 
 
Consider Coverage for Regulatory Actions. A data loss may cause not only the loss of 
information but also could result in regulatory actions against the nonprofit. State and federal 
agencies have become more active in responding to data and privacy breaches. Your insurance 
policy should cover regulatory investigation or action. 
 
Data Privacy Risks and Responsibilities 
What Is Personally Identifiable Information or PII? 
According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, 47 states, the District of Columbia, 
Guam, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands have laws that require organizations to notify 
individuals of security breaches of information involving personally identifiable information. 
The definition of personally identifiable information is statutory and can vary by state but 
generally it means an individual’s first name or first initial and last name in combination with 
any one or more of the following data elements, when either the name or the data elements 
are not encrypted or redacted: 

 Social Security number. 

 Driver’s license number or state identification card number. 

 Account number or credit or debit card number 

 Account number or credit card number in combination with any required security code, 
access code or password that would permit access to an individual’s financial account. 

 



The FTC commissioner recently made a statement that definition of PII is expanding. To be 
prepared for this, all potentially identifying information should be protected. In some states, 
the mere loss of the device with PII is a breach requiring notification to the people whose data 
was lost. Depending on the state and size of the breach, you may also be required to notify the 
state’s attorney general, state police and state division of consumer protection or other 
government agency. Nonprofits will be required to notify each individual according to the laws 
in that individual’s home state, not necessarily the state of the organization suffering the 
breach. This often entails expensive and cumbersome navigation of regulations in multiple 
states. 
 
Privacy and Data Breach Laws 
Various federal and state privacy regulations require that nonprofits protect PII no matter 
where it resides: network, stand-alone systems such as databases, remote devices such as 
laptops or employee-owned cell phones and, of course, on paper. This standard requires 
organizations to enact information security best practices if they handle major credit cards. The 
organization may also face separate regulatory actions resulting in fines levied by government 
agencies. Failure to comply with these standards can result in enormous fines.  
 
Data Security Strategies 
Nonprofits should know they may be required to have certain security measures in place in 
order to qualify for coverage. Further, once security measures are in place, they should be 
maintained and updated properly or the nonprofit could risk negating coverage. To reduce the 
likelihood and severity of a data breach, consider the following practical strategies. 
1. Ensure Regular Software Updates. Make certain that IT staff or contractors frequently 

install security patches and updates to your devices’ operating software and other software. 
Breaches occur when software is vulnerable due to age or other issues or lack new security 
measures that will help protect your devices and data against harmful malware and viruses. 

2. Encrypt Sensitive Data. Consider encrypting sensitive data so thieves who access data can’t 
use it. Consider the pros and cons of encryption. On the downside, encryption costs money 
and slows down response time. As a result, some experts suggest that organizations encrypt 
only data on mobile devices, or strictly prohibit the storage of PII on mobile devices. 

3. Schedule Data Security Training. Some cyber liability policies offer proactive risk 
management resources, such as educational materials or access to helpful training on data 
security. Remember that human error is a major source of cyber liability exposure, an 
exposure you can mitigate by adopting clear policies and providing appropriate training. 
Topics you might want to cover in your training include: mobile device policies, network 
security protocols, encryption instructions, relationships with tech vendors, data breach 
notification laws, information on the nonprofit’s cyber liability coverage and your insurer’s 
requirements for filing cyber liability claims. Ensure that your employees recognize how 
easily a data breach can occur and how detrimental a breach could be to your mission. 

4. Adopt a BYOD Policy. Implement a bring your own device (BYOD) policy that clarifies 
whether employees may access PII on their personal devices (laptops, cell phones, etc.). 
Remember to balance protecting the nonprofit’s data and upholding others’ privacy rights. 

 
Working with Tech Vendors 
One of the most pervasive misunderstandings by nonprofits is that a cloud service provider 
would be responsible in the event of a breach. Not true! The nonprofit is legally the data owner 
even if it stores data on the cloud. Therefore the nonprofit is solely responsible for all costs. 



Most contracts will limit the cloud service provider’s liability to an amount equal to the contract 
amount, and this liability only applies if the cloud provider did not have certain specific security 
measures. 
 
Remember to establish a process for vetting tech vendors if you hire any IT processes or rely on 
a vendor for third-party cloud storage. External IT support and/or data storage may be wise if 
your nonprofit lacks the personnel expertise or resources to manage data internally, but 
beware of placing too much trust in a tech vendor. Be a discerning consumer so you can 
distinguish dependable tech vendors. Take the time required to negotiate a contract with your 
tech vendor that ensures the support or services you need while adequately protecting your 
nonprofit against harm or loss caused by the vendor’s negligence. Ask these questions: 
1. What warranties or protections does the vendor offer in the event of its 

negligence? Require that your tech vendors carry errors and omissions coverage to protect 
your nonprofit against claims stemming from the vendor’s negligence. Never sign a tech 
contract absolving the company for its own negligence. 

2. Do I understand my nonprofit’s tech needs and existing IT infrastructure? What must I do 
(or who must I consult with) to understand these things before I engage a tech vendor? 

3. Can this particular vendor meet all of our technical requirements? Can this vendor integrate 
its services seamlessly with our existing internal IT functions? 

4. Does this vendor have a good reputation in the market and among its client base? 
5. Is this vendor willing to include a training and/or support package with our contract? 
6. What is the vendor’s response time in a data breach emergency? 
7. Will my nonprofit still retain full ownership rights to any electronic documents and property 

that we store with cloud storage vendors? What are our rights and responsibilities? 
8. What is the vendor’s dispute resolution process? 
9. Are the vendor’s payment terms reasonable and compatible with our process? 
 

Data Privacy and Cyber Liability Resources 

 Risk in the Cloud http://www.nonprofitrisk.org/library/articles/Risk_in_the_Cloud.shtml 

 Data Privacy and Cyber Liability https://www.nonprofitrisk.org/library/articles  

 A FREE affiliate membership with the Nonprofit Risk Management Center for Alliance 
members. Log on as an Affiliate of the Land Trust Alliance. See directions. 

 Risk management collection on The Learning Center. This site has a collection of resources 
specifically chosen to help you manage risk at your land trust.  

 
DISCLAIMER 

The Land Trust Alliance designed this material to provide accurate, authoritative information 
about the subject matter covered with the understanding that the Land Trust Alliance is not 
engaged in rendering legal, accounting or other professional counsel. If a land trust or individual 
requires legal advice or other expert assistance, they should seek the services of competent 
professionals. The Land Trust Alliance is solely responsible for the content of this series and 
edited this content from material provided by the Nonprofit Risk Management Center, Melanie 
Lockwood Herman, Executive Director. She welcomes your questions at 703.777.3504 
and Melanie@nonprofitrisk.org. 
 
Last revised September 29, 2016 
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Conservation Defense Insurance 

 

Considerations for Board Members 
Imagine if it were you: Board members at the Mesa Land Trust discovered that one never knows what 

is around the corner when it comes to protecting your land trust. Three overlapping violations put an 

amazing amount of stress on their organization. Board members reported that the challenges were 

time-consuming and expensive. Fortunately, the board had been preparing for years to meet these 

challenges and had the resolve and the resources to ensure conservation permanence. They were not 

lulled into complacency by decades with no problems.  

Even so, according to board member Bill Prakken, the land trust was grateful for the creation of the 

Terrafirma conservation defense insurance program. Bill says, “It gives us and landowners confidence 

that we have a safety net. Even if you don’t think you’ll ever have to defend land or that you have 

sufficient resources to effectively self-insure, you still have an interest in seeing Terrafirma flourish. It 

is a cost effective way to bring solid legal defense and enforcement to as many legal challenges as 

possible. And that benefits all of us.” 

Terrafirma Conservation Defense Liability Insurance  

 Protect the permanence of conserved land, create favorable, and avoid unfavorable, case law 

 Cover legal-related expenses for fee land and conservation easement challenges 

 For all land trusts, for both enforcement and defense, which is not commercially available 

 Encourage practices that will help to prevent violations and unnecessary litigation 

 Provide early free assistance with challenges 

 

Endowments for Defense and Stewardship 

 Every land trust must continue to have endowments for defense and stewardship 

 Terrafirma is a safety net, not a substitute for sufficient endowments 

 

Common Financial Questions 

 Base premium of $60 per year per conservation easement or fee-owned land 

 A maximum limit of $500,000 per claim (which includes defense costs) and aggregate 

 A $5,000 deductible per claim regardless of policy limits 

 Discounts available 

 

Crunch the Numbers (Remember: accreditation is not required) 

Premium Discounts Portfolio of 15 Portfolio of 150 

Not accredited 

but qualified for discounts 

$5 $825 annual premium $8,250 annual premium 

 

Accredited  $12 $720 annual premium $7,200 annual premium  

Not accredited and no discount $0 $900 annual premium $9,000 annual premium 

 

Terrafirma Member-Owner Insured Land Trusts 

 Owner-members consist of 476 land trusts in 46 states and DC 

 Insured portfolios include more than 7.2 million acres of conservation land 

 24,193 parcels of conserved land currently enrolled, including fee land and easements 



  

  

Some Examples of Legal Challenges 

Midwest 

 A Michigan land trust timber dispute with an original landowner cost that land trust more than 

$35,000 and 18 months of time. The trial judge forced a settlement. 

West 

 Mesa Land Trust (CO) had a triple whammy after 27 years without any significant violations or 

legal challenges. The three cases cost more than $150,000 over two years, and one case is still 

ongoing at a cost in excess of $100,000 and climbing. 

 Nevada County Land Trust (CA) spent $150,000 defending against a neighbor’s demand to use 

ancient roads on the conserved property to serve an adjacent development. 

 Colorado Open Lands staff defended against a neighbor’s trail construction on conserved land 

where it was not permitted. Its attorney waived the $125,000 in legal fees. 

 Center for Natural Lands Management (CA) Form 8283 dispute cost $1,000,000. 

East 

 Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests experienced three simultaneous cases. The most 

costly was a neighbor challenging easement enforcement that cost in excess of $92,000. 

 Vermont Land Trust neighbor negligence claim cost $45,000 to prevail at trial. 

 French and Pickering Creek Conservation Trust (PA) enforced removal of a prohibited house 

cost more than $500,000 and took 12 years to prevail. 

 Western New York Land Conservancy fee preserve multiple trespass case cost more than 

$75,000. The neighbor lost one appeal but may pursue the case to higher courts. 

Southeast 

 Highlands-Cashiers Land Trust (NC) spent $63,000 to stop a landowner from blocking access to 

a mountain top trail. The land trust lost in local court but won in the NC Supreme Court.  

 

Comments from Land Trust Leaders 

“This is a no-brainer. Having experienced the expensive, unpredictable costs of litigation, I feel 

defense insurance is an essential safety net for prudent land trusts committed to defending their 

easements.” Dan Pike, Former President, Colorado Open Lands     

 

“This simply makes economic sense. We will take a very small percentage allocation from our existing 

defense fund and buy the insurance. The result will be to essentially triple our existing financial 

resources for conservation easement defense.” Jay Freedman, Treasurer, Coastal Mountains Land 

Trust (ME) 

 

“Our board of directors is very supportive of joining Terrafirma to help us manage the risk associated 

with our obligation to defend our conservation easements and lands in perpetuity.” Nicole Byrd, 

Executive Director, Solano Land Trust (CA) 

 

“I am the sole staff person of a small land trust in Georgia. Terrafirma seems to be a very reasonable, 

balanced, targeted effort that I think would benefit us.” Steffney Thompson, Executive Director, 

Oconee River Land Trust (GA) 

 

Learn more at www.terrafirma.org.  

 

Leslie Ratley-Beach, Lorri Barrett and Hannah Flake, Alliance Risk Management Services are 

available to help with any questions. Write to help@terrafirma.org or call Hannah at 202-800-2248, 

Lorri at 202-800-2219 or Leslie at 802-262-6051. 
 April 8, 2015 

http://www.terrafirma.org/
mailto:help@terrafirma.org
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LAND CONSERVATION CASE LAW SUMMARIES 
 
 
These summaries have been prepared by Robert H. Levin, Esq. under contract with the Land 
Trust Alliance. The Bear Yuba case summary below which did not go to trial and a decision was 
summarized by Leslie Ratley-Beach, conservation defense director of the Land Trust Alliance. 
 
Law Office of Robert H. Levin 
94 Beckett St 2nd Floor 
Portland, ME 04101-4473 
(www.roblevin.net) 

 

CASE SUMMARIES 
 

 Argyle Farm & Properties, LLC v. Watershed Agricultural Council of the New York City 
Watersheds, Inc., No. 2013-1270 (Supr. Ct., Cty. of Delaware, Oct. 17, 2014)(Order), aff’d --- 
N.Y. App. Div. --- (N.Y. App. Div. 3rd Dept., Jan. 28, 2016) 

 State: New York 

 Date: 2016 

 Procedural Status: Case concluded. 

 Keywords: Consumer protection statute; enabling statute; joinder; mutual mistake; 
misrepresentation; private conservation easement; rescission; ripe; statute of 
limitations; termination; third party right of enforcement; Unfair Trade Practices Act; 
violation. 

 Summary of Facts and Issues:  In 2006, Argyle Farm and Properties, LLC (Argyle) entered 
into a purchase and sale agreement to sell a conservation easement to the Watershed 
Agricultural Council of the New York City Watershed, Inc. (WAC) on a 475-acre farm in 
the Town of Andes.  The transaction closed in 2008 for $770,000.  The funding for the 
easement came from a program designed to protect New York City’s water supply.  The 
easement granted the New York Attorney General a third party right of enforcement. 
The easement required Argyle to prepare a Whole Farm Plan, but Argyle never 
completed this plan.  Disputes arose between Argyle and WAC over the location of a 
septic system and a covered feeding area for animals.  In the process of converting a 
barn into a residence, in 2011 Argyle established the septic system outside of the 
easement’s Acceptable Development Area (ADA).  In 2013, the WAC issued guidelines 
generally requiring septic systems to be placed within ADAs, but allowing already 
existing ADA’s to be amended at the landowner’s expense to cure nonconforming septic 
systems.  Argyle did not avail itself of this amendment process and instead filed suit 
against WAC, the City, and the New York State Department of Environmental Protection.  
The suit sought rescission of the easement based on a variety of causes of action 
including mutual mistake, false misrepresentation, negligent misrepresentation, and 
violation of a consumer protection statute.  Argyle also claimed that WAC’s voting 
policies and procedures relative to the siting of septic systems unfairly caused Argyle’s 
property to lose value.  WAC and the other defendants filed motions to dismiss based 
on a variety of grounds, including the failure to join the Attorney General as a necessary 

http://www.roblevin.net/
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party, lack of injury, the statute of limitations, and the specific restrictions on 
conservation easement terminations set forth in New York’s easement enabling statute.   

 Holding:  The trial court held that the Attorney General was a necessary party due to the 
express third party right of enforcement in the easement and because its interests could 
be compromised as a result of the suit.  But because the six-year statute of limitations 
had now run, it was too late for Argyle to amend the complaint and add the Attorney 
General as a defendant.  Next, the court held that the limitations period for most of the 
claims began upon the execution of the purchase and sale agreement in 2006, not upon 
the closing in 2008, and thus Argyle’s claims were time-barred.  This was especially the 
case because the 2006 agreement included the easement as an exhibit.  Third, the court 
found that Argyle had not suffered any injury.  The lack of a Whole Farm Plan only 
harmed WAC, not Argyle, and the other alleged injuries were speculative or non-
existent.  Fourth, the court held that the easement included a strict termination 
provision requiring the assent of the holder and the Attorney General.  Other than as 
stated in the easement itself, New York State’s conservation easement enabling statute 
only allows termination where the purposes are no longer being fulfilled.  Because 
Argyle did not allege that those conditions applied, termination would “contravene the 
legislative intent of the statute and defeat the conservation policy of the state.”  Finally, 
the court found the easement transaction outside the scope of the consumer protection 
statute.    

 March 2016 Update:  The appellate court affirmed, holding that New York’s 
conservation easement enabling statute precluded termination of the easement 
under any of the theories proffered by Argyle.  Furthermore, the appellate court 
held that New York’s consumer protection statute did not apply because there 
was no allegation that WAC's actions and practices were directed at or had a 
broader impact on consumers at large.  Finally, the appellate court held that 
Argyle’s arguments about WAC’s policies and procedures were too speculative to 
be justiciable because Argyle never went through the available amendment 
process with respect to its non-conforming septic system.   

 Analysis and Notes:  This opinion has several pro-conservation holdings and is worth a 
careful read.  It is one of a handful of cases in which a disgruntled landowner seeks to 
terminate a conservation easement via a scattershot lawsuit containing myriad causes 
of action.  The discussion of the enabling statute’s termination provision is especially 
instructive, as Argyle’s flimsy rescission claims represent exactly the sort of situation 
that this provision was intended to address.   

 March 2016 Update:  Now that there is a published appellate opinion, this case 
presents a number of pro-conservation precedents.  First, the opinion upholds 
the strong anti-termination provision in New York State’s conservation easement 
enabling statute.  Second, the holding that the consumer protection statute does 
not apply to a land conservation organization’s work is important, as it is not 
uncommon for disgruntled landowners to make these sort of claims.  The last 
part of the opinion is not thoroughly discussed but could prove applicable in a 
variety of easement enforcement contexts.  Essentially, the appellate court is 
saying that Argyle’s claim against WAC’s septic system location policy was not 
ripe because Argyle did not seek to obtain an amendment to allow its 
nonconforming system. 
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 Bear Yuba Land Trust vs. Michael Nudelman et al, Case No. CU15-081153, Nevada County 
Superior Court of California.   

A Grant Deed (donation) from Saving Special Places, LLC to BYLT dated December 20, 1999 
conveyed 28.23 acres total to BYLT that constitutes the Woodpecker Wildlife Preserve. A 
portion of Woodpecker Wildlife Preserve is a high elevation and steep sloped forest heavily 
used by the residents of the neighboring developments for pedestrian recreation. The Preserve 
is of a mixed forest largely dominated by Ponderosa Pine, incense cedar, Douglas Fir, maple and 
black oak. Dogwood and a few isolated madrone are also found on the Preserve.   

 
Above and to the south of the Cascade Canal on the Preserve, there are many five to 12 foot 
high Douglas Fir that will eventually transition the current mixed forest ecology into a Douglas 
Fir late succession forest. The Preserve provides essential habitat to Pileated Woodpeckers and 
many other species and is within the winter range for the Nevada City deer herd. Steep erosion 
cuts are a continual challenge with the site. The slipping land and erosion require continued 
monitoring and some investment to repair and stabilize. 

 
One of the neighboring house owners, Michael Nudelman, appears to have authorized the 
cutting of a swath of trees from his house down a steep slope to the seasonal creek gully. The 
area cut was about .25 acres.  The BYLT stewardship team visited the Woodpecker Wildlife 
Preserve on July 29, 2014 for annual monitoring and discovered several large trees cut down. 
The fallen trees, left lying in the ravine and clogging the natural stream runoff route, may also 
be jeopardizing slope stability.   

 
BYLT staff by an exchange of emails dating from July 22, 2013 through December 12, 2013 had 
previously denied permission to Michael Nudelman to cut down these same trees. These emails 
are now part of the pleadings.  BYLT investigation to date shows that Mr. Nudelman contracted 
a local tree removal company to fell trees to create a better view for his home.  He appears to 
have cut four large trees ( one Douglas Fir and three incense cedar) and knocked down another 
during the apparent trespass. The trees ranged in age from 110 to 159 years and in diameter at 
breast height from 14 to 46 inches. The largest was a Douglas Fir that measured 140 feet high 
with a stump diameter of 50 inches and 13 feet in circumference weighing an estimated three 
to four tons.  All the trees will have to be removed to stabilize the vertical and near-vertical 
slope. BYLT filed a report with the County Sheriff's office on advice of counsel. The land trust 
filed a Complaint, answers and cross motions ensued. Mediation was attempted and failed 
before the first meeting. Extensive discovery, negotiations, multiple mediation, settlement 
agreements all ensued over almost three years before finally a court ordered transcript 
settlement was entered and the land trust received a damage payment. 

 

 King v. Newman, No. 2015CV30066  (Dist. Ct. Colo. Montrose Cty. Dec. 1, 2016) 

 State: Colorado 

 Date: 2016 

 Procedural Status: Case active. 

 Keywords: Baseline documentation; estoppel; laches; private conservation easement; 
road; structure; surface alteration; survey; violation. 

 Summary of Facts and Issues: In 2000, Montrose County approved a three-unit 
subdivision of a 39-acre parcel.  All three lots were accessed by a “historic driveway” on 
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a common easement.  In addition, the subdivision plat showed a “proposed driveway” 
across a steep and marshy area of Lot 3, along with a note indicating that the proposed 
driveway would replace the historic driveway as the access to Lot 3.  However, the 
proposed driveway was never constructed.  In 2004, Theodore Dekker granted a 
conservation easement on the three lots to the Black Canyon Regional Land Trust 
(BCRLT).  The easement allowed the maintenance of existing roads, but prohibited new 
roads except with BCRLT’s prior approval, which was conditioned on the new road not 
adversely affecting the conservation values.  The baseline documentation stated that 
the only existing road was the historic driveway.  After a series of interim conveyances, 
Marianne King and Marnae Woodland respectively purchased Lots 1 and 2 in 2012 and 
2013, while Jared Newman purchased Lot 3 in 2015.  Prior to purchasing Lot 3, Newman 
consulted with BCRLT regarding access, and BRCLT drafted a letter stating that the 
construction of the proposed driveway would cause unacceptable and irreparable 
damage to the conservation values of the protected property.  King and Woodland filed 
suit against Newman and BCRLT, seeking a declaratory judgment and injunctive relief to 
establish the proposed driveway as the sole access to Lot 3.  Among other arguments, 
the plaintiffs contended that BCRLT accepted the conservation easement subject to the 
plat note identifying the proposed driveway as the replacement access to Lot 3.  They 
also claimed that in the conservation easement Dekker had no authority to grant 
restrictions on the proposed driveway, which was a reserved property right under the 
plat.  And they claimed that because the baseline included an image of the plat 
depicting the unbuilt proposed driveway, that it was therefore an “existing road” under 
the conservation easement. 

 Holding:  After a bench trial, the trial court ruled that the conservation easement clearly 
prohibited the proposed driveway unless BCRLT expressly approved it.  The court noted 
that plaintiffs could not have relied on the survey plat note regarding the proposed 
driveway because they had record and actual notice that the historic driveway was the 
only existing road at the time they purchased their lots.  The court also held that the lot 
owners were barred by the doctrines of laches and estoppel from attempting to enforce 
the plat note against one another.    

 Analysis and Notes:  This case is a solid victory for the land trust and for the 
straightforward application of a conservation easement’s restrictions.  The plaintiffs 
articulated a number of creative theories as to why the plat note should override the 
easement, but the court wasn’t buying any of them.  

 

 Mount Aldie, LLC v. Land Trust of Virginia, Inc., No. 160305, -- A.2d --, 2017 WL 830484 (Va. 
2017) 

 State: Virginia 

 Date: 2017 

 Procedural Status: Case active.  On remand to trial court. 

 Keywords: Affirmative management rights; approval provision; clearcutting; liberal 
construction provision; notice provision; private conservation easement; reasonable; 
road; surface alteration; timber cutting; trail easement; vegetation; violation. 

 Summary of Facts and Issues: In 2008, a previous landowner gifted a conservation 
easement over a 60-acre wooded parcel to the Land Trust of Virginia (LTV).  The 
easement established a 100-foot buffer area along the Little River, and granted LTV 
rights to establish and maintain a footpath in this area.  Mount Aldie (MA) purchased 
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the property in 2009 and in 2013 conducted tree removal and grading activities within 
the buffer area.  In particular, MA substantially widened and improved 1,100 feet of a 
historic footpath known as the Indian Spring Trail, leaving it more akin to a woods road 
or skid trail.  LTV filed suit, seeking an injunction to restore the disturbed area.  At issue 
on summary judgment was the interplay between two different sections of the 
easement.  Section 3(ii) prohibited all “earth disturbing activity” in the buffer area 
except as “reasonably necessary” for “removal of individual trees presenting a danger to 
persons or property and removal of diseased, dead or invasive trees, shrubs or plants” 
or “creation and maintenance of foot or horse trails with unimproved surfaces.” There 
was no notice or consent requirement attendant to these activities, and MA claimed 
that its actions were permitted forest management activities to remove diseased or 
dead trees and to create and maintain foot or horse trails.  Meanwhile, Section 5(i) 
allowed limited non-commercial forest management activities anywhere on the 
protected property, to wit: “No more than one new opening or clearing, and no new 
opening or clearings greater than 1,000 square feet, in the forest are permitted for 
noncommercial purposes, unless approved in advance and in writing by [LTV].”  LTV 
contended, and the trial court agreed, that Section 5(i) controlled, and that MA violated 
the easement by not seeking or obtaining LTV’s approval.  MA appealed. 

 Holding:  The Supreme Court reversed and remanded, holding that Section 3(ii) and not 
Section 5(i) was the applicable provision.  The Supreme Court found that MA’s actions 
did not constitute a “new opening or clearing” under Section 5(i), but rather was a 
selective cutting of the existing clearing or opening that was the Indian Springs Trail.  
Along these lines, the fact that expanding the trail entailed “earth disturbing activity” 
did not render that activity a “new opening or clearing.”  And the appellate court 
interpreted 3(ii) as a stand-alone provision that contained restrictions in the buffer area 
distinct from the remainder of the protected property.  Furthermore, the Supreme 
Court held that the provision granting LTV rights to establish and maintain a footpath 
within the buffer area was not exclusive of MA maintaining the Indian Springs Trail.   

 Analysis and Notes:  This case is an unfortunate example of the perils of conservation 
easement drafting.  LTV’s attempt to create an overlay zone of tighter restrictions on 
the buffer area backfired, as the appellate court interpreted them as alternate 
restrictions.  In hindsight, it appears that this easement would have benefitted from 
more precise language regarding the trail exception, such as specifying a maximum 
width. Furthermore, this case demonstrates that vegetation management terms such as 
“clearing” and “opening” (as well as “clearcutting”) are not terms of art and require 
precise definitions.  To be sure, LTV can still prevail in this case; for example, one key 
issue for the trial court to address upon remand is whether MA’s tree cutting and 
grading activities fell within the “reasonably necessary” limitation in Section 3(ii).  
Fortunately, LTV does have Terrafirma insurance to help with its defense. 
 

 Radtke v. Chester Township, 2015-Ohio-4016 (Ohio Ct. App. 11th Dist. Sept. 30, 2015), aff’g 
No. 13M001076 (Ct. Common Pleas, Geauga Cty. June 19, 2014)(Order on Motion to 
Dismiss) 

 State: Ohio 

 Procedural Status: Case concluded. 

 Date: 2015 
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 Keywords: Municipal fee land; open meetings law; private conservation easement; 
public fee land; statute of limitations. 

 Summary of Facts and Issues: In May 2011 an employee of the Western Reserve Land 
Conservancy (WRLC) sent an e-mail to the Chester Township Zoning Inspector.  The e-
mail requested separate one-on-one meetings with three of the Township’s Trustees in 
order to discuss a proposed conservation easement that the Township might convey to 
WRLC.  The meetings took place on the same day in June 2011, and the WRLC employee 
later sent an e-mail to all of the Trustees in which he summarized the various 
conversations.  In December 2011 the Township Board of Trustees held a formal 
meeting at which it voted to approve the grant of a conservation easement to WRLC.  
Kenneth Radtke was elected as a new member of the Township Board in 2012, and the 
following year he filed suit against two other members, the Township and WRLC, 
alleging violations of Ohio’s Open Meetings law, which requires notice and an 
opportunity to be heard for any meetings of public agencies.  In particular, Radtke 
claimed that the one-on-one meetings and the e-mail communications between WRLC 
representatives and Township Board members and staff violated the law.  The suit 
sought the rescission of the conservation easement.  Both the Township and WRLC filed 
motions to dismiss, based in part on the statute of limitations and in part on the lack of 
any violation of the Open Meetings law.   

 Holding: The trial court dismissed the suit, holding that there was no violation of the 
Open Meetings law because the meeting between WRLC’s representative and the 
Township Board members was for information gathering purposes, and there was no 
intent to deliberate on the easement.  Furthermore, e-mails were not covered by the 
statute.  The court also found WRLC’s and the Township’s statute of limitations 
argument compelling, but declined to rule on these grounds. 

o November 2015 Update:  An intermediate appellate court affirmed the trial 
court’s ruling, finding that e-mails do not constitute meetings for the purposes of 
the Open Meetings statute, and that the one-one-one meetings with the 
Township Trustees were not “meetings” within the definition of the statute 
because they did not involve a majority of the Township Board.  Moreover, these 
meetings were for information-gathering purposes and not for deliberation 
purposes.  Finally, the court found that the three separate meetings could not be 
construed as a single meeting.   

o March 2016 Update: The Ohio Supreme Court denied review of the intermediate 
appellate court’s decision. 

 Analysis and Notes:  For news coverage of the suit, see 
http://www.geaugamapleleaf.com/news/chester-trustee-sues-township-over-
conservation-easement/.  For another case involving an open meetings law, see Johann 
v. Town of East Hampton, 2011 NY Slip Op 30717U, 2011 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 1247 (Supr. Ct. 
N.Y., Suffolk Cty. March 9, 2011)(Unpublished) in the Standing section.  In most, if not all 
states, a typical private nonprofit corporation such as a land trust is not subject to state 
open meeting and freedom of information laws. 

 
 

http://www.geaugamapleleaf.com/news/chester-trustee-sues-township-over-conservation-easement/
http://www.geaugamapleleaf.com/news/chester-trustee-sues-township-over-conservation-easement/
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